Fischer The Curv GT – 2018
This ski is designed for carving. Lengthwise, RC4 The Curv GT's carbon laminate
muffles rebound, so the sharp-turning tail remains in contact with a carved arc to
the very end. For 2018, all these Curv characteristics are replicated in an 80mmwaisted Frontside version, Fischer's RC4 The Curv GT. But it has an undeniable
advantage when it bites the turn it carries you through the curve without any
effort. It can go very fast without losing control and you feel safe.

Suitable for:
Carving/Groomers
(Race Ski)
Tip:
Waist:
Tail:
Radius:

129
80
112
16m @ 175cm

Binding: MBS 13 RC4 Powerrail Brake 85

We have in stock:
2 x 168
1x 175

Price:
$800 includes binding

Fischer The Curv DTX - 2018
Headlining the ski's materials composition are two .8-mm sheets of Titanal
(thicker than normal) and Diagotex™ Torsion, an angled weave of carbon that
muffles shocks and resists twist. Built for high speed at high edge angles, Fischer's
RC4 The Curv DTX deploys a triple radius sidecut to accentuate turn entry and
exit. This makes it exceptionally agile for such a strong, stable ski. While it’s
unabashedly made for experts, RC4 The Curv DTX lacks the imposing Booster
plate that adorns its stablemate, and so it’s a bit easier to bend at subsonic
speeds.

Suitable for:
Carving/Groomers
(Race Ski)
Tip:
Waist:
Tail:
Radius:

121
72
106
16m @ 171cm

Binding: RC4 Z12 Powerrail 85
We have in stock:
2 x 164
1x 171
1x178

Price:
$800 includes binding

Fischer PRO MTN 74
All Mountain Rocker Ski for easy turning and pleasant ski behavior in all
conditions. Simple to turn with minimal input from the skier, unhooky when you
don't get it quite right, and light and nimble to help you progress as quickly as
possible - the Pro MTN 74 package is ideal for a first setup or for those
transitioning over from rental gear. Get out and shred all types of conditions
with the Pro MTN 74 Skis!

Suitable for:
All Mountain
Tip:
Waist:
Tail:
Radius:

120
74
104
16m @ 170cm

Binding: RS 10 Powerrail Brake 78

We have in stock:
1 x 155
1 x 170

Price:
$366.30 includes binding

Fischer My Curv 73- 2018
Perfection in every turn: the My Curv lies aggressively and smoothly in the snow
no matter how steep the gradient is. This means that you can get the most out of
every turn in your own way. Even at full speed, or on icy pistes, the My Curv is a
consistent and reliable partner. The My Curv really comes with everything
women skiers expect from a very athletic ski. It handles perfectly in the turns with
a powerful and dynamic ride. It always stays stable and makes for awesome onpiste performance.

Suitable for:
Groomers/Race Ski
Tip: 121
Waist: 68
Tail: 102
Radius:

13m @ 164cm

Binding: RC4 Z11 Powerrail Brake 78
We have in stock:
1 x 171
1 x 157

Price:
$600 includes binding

Fischer STUNNER
Have your child stun the whole mountain with their skiing ability on
the Fischer Stunner Skis. With their Freeski Rocker, the Stunners can
go anywhere on the mountain with ease, while the Air Power core
with Fiber Tech makes them very light for easy turns and spins in the
park.

Suitable for:
Groomers/Carving
Tip:
Waist: 78
Tail: 103
Radius:

110

14m@121cm

Binding: FJ7 AC SLR Brake 78
We have in stock:
1 x 131
1 x 141
1 x 151

Price:
$243.8 includes binding

